Feasibility of implementing intervention methods in an adolescent worksite tobacco control study
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Objective: To present feasibility data on SMART, the first teen worksite behavioural tobacco control intervention.

Design: This phase II study was designed to estimate the efficacy and feasibility of a small scale, randomised, controlled intervention.

Setting and subjects: This study, addressing youths aged 15–18 years, was implemented in four intervention and five control grocery stores that had an average of 44 eligible teens.

Interventions: The tobacco use cessation and prevention interventions were based on social influences and peer leader models. Employee break rooms served as centres both for interactive activities including open houses, teen advisory boards, peer leader interviews, games and contests; and non-interactive interventions including bulletin boards and table tents with health messages and home mailings.

Main process measures: Project staff collected process data on the extent of implementation of intervention activities, participation rates in activities, and contacts with peer leaders. On the final survey, teens reported on awareness of, participation in, and motivation for participating in project activities.

Results: Indicators of feasibility were identified and discussed, including the number of activities implemented, teen participation, management support, cost, and barriers to and facilitators of implementation. During the 12 month intervention, a mean of 24.1 interactive activities and 55.3 non-interactive activities were implemented, and a mean 14.2% participation rate per activity per site was achieved. Eighty four per cent of teens reported being aware of SMART, and 39% reported participating in interactive and 67% in non-interactive activities.

Conclusions: Teen smoking cessation rates in worksite programmes might be improved if they are conducted in companies where there is job stability and if teen programmes are part of worksite-wide tobacco control programmes that include both teens and adults.

METHODS
Study design
The phase II (methods development) randomised, controlled SMART study was designed to assess the feasibility and estimate the efficacy of a worksite tobacco prevention and cessation intervention for youth aged 15–18 years. Details of
programme evaluation and efficacy are reported elsewhere.17 22

Study setting and participants
This intervention study was based in nine grocery stores that were part of a single supermarket corporation. To be eligible for the study, stores were required to employ at least 40 teens and be located within a 45 mile radius of Boston, Massachusetts. Along with corporate upper management representatives we identified 12 of 52 grocery stores that met these inclusion criteria. These 12 stores were then randomly assigned to intervention and control sites. Of these, three stores were dropped from the study because of excessive turnover of teen employees (two stores) and store closing (one store). The 12 month intervention was implemented in four stores, and five stores served as control sites. All stores were smokefree and smokers smoked on their scheduled breaks in an outdoor area.

Intervention methods
Smoking cessation was the primary aim of this study because the audience included older teens for whom quitting was especially relevant. Many cessation messages, however, also are appropriate for prevention. In initiating the first worksite tobacco control programme for teens, we addressed prevention as well as cessation. The intervention framework incorporated theories based on a social influences model23–25 and used peer led methods of intervention delivery.26–28 The rationale for using peer leader intervention models was derived from the social influences theory29 and often is used in school health programmes.30–32 In this case we recruited teens from among those employed in the individual stores to work with DFCI staff to plan and implement interventions. We used the planning process suggested by Perry et al33 to: (1) identify factors predictive of teen smoking, (2) formulate intervention objectives that described how the intervention would change the predictive factors, and (3) plan intervention activities that have been shown to be associated with behaviour change in teens, would attract teens to participate, and were feasible in the grocery store environment. We identified three categories of factors that predict teen tobacco use: (1) social/environmental factors (social norms, role models, social support, barriers and opportunities for quitting); (2) personal factors (beliefs about the health and social consequences of smoking, knowledge of nicotine addiction, awareness of resources for quitting, functional meaning of smoking, self efficacy for quitting, and self esteem); (3) behavioural factors (behavioural intentions, skills to refuse to take up smoking or quit smoking, communication, goal setting, and stress management); and (4) life skills (communication, decision making, goal setting, stress management, job skills). Our intervention plan included 37 specific behavioural objectives that we addressed in the design of intervention activities.34 Over the one year intervention period, we monitored the implementation of interventions addressing these objectives on a monthly basis. On average, each month our intervention activities addressed social/environmental factors 5.6 times, personal factors 10.75 times, behavioural factors twice, and life skills 3.6 times.

For example, in the category of personal factors, one of our objectives was to “increase the percentage of teens who identify and choose healthful activities instead of smoking to relieve boredom, help me relax, reduce stress, frustration and tension, control weight, get more respect from peers and have more friends and dates”. One method we used to address this objective was the placement of “teen friendly” messages on bulletin boards and in table tents. For the theme of horoscopes, one message read, “Mars in the 7th house spells S*T*R*E*S*S for Sagittarians. Instead of smoking try getting that “archer” body on the dance floor or soccer field to relieve stress, or talk it out with a low-key Libra.”

Although interactive activities are associated with a greater likelihood of behaviour change, we also provided non-interactive intervention opportunities that could be in place during hours when the stores were open and project staff and peer leaders were not available.

Interactive activities
We developed open house events, teen advisory boards, teen interviews, and games and contests that involved personal interaction of employed teens with peer leaders, project staff, and with each other. We repeated a cycle of interactive interventions approximately every three months to provide an opportunity for exposure to the intervention for new hires. We implemented approximately two interventions each month. Open house events featured contests, games, demonstrations, and testing of expired air with a carbon monoxide analyser. Teen advisory boards provided an interactive channel for life skill and tobacco control education as well as a venue for obtaining teens’ continuous input into intervention development. We trained peer leaders and teen advisory board members to interview their peers about subjects related to project intervention objectives and adapted games and contests from popular board games, game shows, and web sites. We provided incentives such as food and items such as hats, CD holders, and key chains with the programme name and logo to raise awareness of the programme and to attract teens to activities.

Non-interactive interventions
In the break rooms, we used non-interactive intervention strategies to which teens had access during times when peer leaders and project staff were not in the store. To create a project identity and provide a central location for the distribution of educational materials and implementation of activities, we established a SMART Center in store break rooms. SMART Centers consisted of bulletin boards with wall pockets and table tents that we used to display teen relevant educational messages. The bulletin boards were changed about once a month and messages on table tents about every two weeks. Bulletin board displays included posters replicating teen magazines with pictures of popular non-smoking teen movie stars and recording artists. On table tents, we displayed results of interviews with teen employees about their experiences with tobacco and used a series of “weird facts” and “brain teasers” to convey smoking cessation and prevention messages. Our advisors told us that teens enjoy receiving mailings at home, so we prepared postcards with project messages and mailed them to teens’ homes. For example, on the front of one mailing we reproduced a recent tobacco industry ad and on the back displayed a checklist of ways to “deconstruct” the images in the ad. Those who completed the checklist and returned the postcard were eligible for a prize.

Peer leader implementation of intervention activities
Before the beginning of the intervention, we identified one to two peer leaders for each intervention store and provided a series of four formal group interactive peer leader training sessions titled: Roles and responsibilities of peer leaders; Teens, smoking, and addiction; Effective communication skills; and Engaging in informal conversations. An additional three continuing education sessions were held during the latter half of the intervention. These trainings focused on how to hold an open house event, how to co-facilitate a teen advisory board meeting, and how to conduct peer-to-peer interviews. Condensed trainings of all seven sessions were held for teens who became peer leaders during the course of
the intervention. Project staff also provided ongoing support for the peer leaders through face-to-face contacts, email, telephone, and mail. Staff provided a mean of 40.5 contacts per peer leader. The peer leaders served as communication links between teens and project staff; helped organise, plan, and promote interventions; served as a resource for teens for cessation and tobacco related educational materials; and delivered project messages at SMART activities or on a one-to-one basis. After about two months of intervention implementation we determined that the peer leader model in the grocery store setting needed modification so we recruited additional teens to serve with peer leaders on advisory boards of four to seven members in the intervention stores.

Data collection and measures
We used two sources for the collection of process data: (1) a quantitative process evaluation system32 that was used to collect data from the perspective of programme implementers; and (2) the final survey33 of the SMART participants that collected data from the perspective of the recipients of the intervention.

Process evaluation system
Research staff recorded the type and number of activities offered and the number of teens who participated in each activity on an intervention tracking form (ITF). The ITF included spaces for the title, date and duration of the activity, the number of participants, intervention type, educational components, and the emphasis of each intervention (smoking prevention, smoking cessation, life skills, and media influences). For interactive activities, staff documented appropriate fields on the ITF and recorded the number of teens who participated. To obtain the mean number of minutes of exposure per site, we multiplied the number of people who attended each activity by the average number of minutes participants attended. For example, teens were allowed to attend open houses on their 15 minute breaks and teen advisory board meetings lasted one hour. We then calculated the mean person minutes of intervention exposure for each activity. We then summed the mean person minutes for all activities to get a total of teen minutes of exposure per worksite.

For non-interactive activities, staff documented the times there were changes in health messages on the bulletin boards and table tents in the SMART Centers. Project staff also kept a log in which they recorded the type and method of contact with peer leaders each week. Choices for the types of contacts include face-to-face, phone, email, mail, and other.

Final survey
We included questions on the final survey that asked teens about their awareness of and participation in project activities as well as their motivation for participation. Employed teens between the ages of 15–18 years were eligible to participate in the intervention. The survey was self administered, either in groups, or was distributed to and collected from individual teens when they were unable to participate in group administration. A total of 252 (72% of those eligible) teens responded to the final survey over the two month administration period. Study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. Additional details on final survey administration are reported in the SMART companion article in this issue.33

The programme awareness question asked: “Over the past year, have you heard of any of the following programmes that have been offered in your store?” Names of four possible programmes, including SMART, were given, and only “yes” responses to the SMART choice were scored as correct.

To measure the amount of intervention received by teens, we asked teens to respond to the question: “Over the past year, have you done any of the following activities [related to teens and smoking] at your store? (Please circle all that apply.)” Seven possible responses included reading posters or table tents, reading a bulletin board, participating in games or contests, participating in group discussions, and talked to a teen co-worker. “Yes” responses on any item were considered participation. We collapsed the responses to “reading posters, table tents and a bulletin board” into a non-interactive category and included the remaining responses into an active intervention category.

To examine motivators for attendance we asked: “How much did each of the following motivate you to attend a SMART activity/event?” Possible responses included money, food, prizes, meeting with friends, the event sounded interesting, time off work and other. Four response categories ranged from “not at all” to “a great deal”.

Data analysis
Results for each assessment (process evaluation and final survey) were aggregated to the worksite level, and the worksite was the unit of analysis. For process evaluation data, the number of activities and number of participants at each worksite were used to calculate participation rates per activity. From the final survey data we report mean participation in all activities by worksite.

RESULTS
Worksite level characteristics
While most worksite level characteristics of teens in intervention and control stores were similar, there were higher percentages of teens who had ever smoked and were current smokers in the intervention stores (table 1).

Results from process evaluation
In table 2 we describe the amount of intervention delivered to teens. Programme staff provided a mean of 24.1 interactive and 55.3 non-interactive activities per site, and documented a mean participation rate of 14.2% per interactive activity, ranging from 1.9% for teen interviews to 28.4% for open houses. The mean interactive intervention exposure rate was 113 minutes per teen per site.

Results from the final survey
On the final survey, 84% of teens in intervention stores correctly recognised SMART as the project name. A mean of 39% of teens reported participating in interactive activities and 67% in non-interactive interventions. Only 13% of teens reported participating in none of the activities (table 3). The figures for control stores provide an indicator of the level of social desirability responses to these questions, although teens in control stores may have been exposed to educational materials such as posters and bulletin boards provided by non-SMART sources. Money and prizes were ranked highly by both intervention and control groups as motivators. Participants in the intervention sites were asked to select motivators that they had actually experienced during the course of the intervention while participants in control stores responded to a hypothetical situation.

Most intervention activities incorporated multiple educational components such as self assessments, displays with and without personal interaction, demonstrations, and games and contests. Staff documented the emphasis of each component and we calculated a mean number of educational components delivered per site. Although not displayed on a table, we documented a mean number of 138 smoking
nutrition education through their stores and had built a trusting, collaborative relationship. The corporation’s mission statement included service to the community and this project was one way of carrying out their mission. A collaboration with a well known and respected cancer research centre in their community provided a public relations advantage. However, the store was bought out during the course of the intervention and thus we had to start over building trust with a new organisational structure and upper management personnel.

The work environment at the level of the grocery stores is fast paced and support from local store managers varied. In community based research, problems can arise from differing priorities of the collaborators. While management’s top priority is the production of business goods and services, health researchers’ top priority is study design and employee health. There are opportunities both for accommodation and conflict between priorities. To build on shared values of the importance of cancer prevention, we acknowledged the store’s collaboration in project publicity and on all educational and promotional materials. An example of a conflict in priorities was the fact that the stores actually sold tobacco products and cigarettes. We dealt with this issue by providing the no-smoking messages of intervention activities in break rooms to which shoppers did not have access.

**Costs**

Project staff encouraged managers to schedule teens’ break times to coincide with intervention activities and the project provided stores with financial reimbursement for the time teens attended project activities on work time. In recognition of the fact that focusing on the long term health outcomes of tobacco use would not likely attract teens to project activities, we used a variety of extrinsic incentives including food and prizes. Also, we appealed to social influences such as relationships with peers and appearance as motivators for participation. The costs of the reimbursement for work time and extrinsic incentives reduce the generalisability of this intervention.

**Barriers to and facilitators of intervention implementation**

Many of the barriers to programme implementation were related to the structure of the work of part time teens. The high turnover rate and irregular work schedules made it difficult to provide adequate exposure to the intervention. For teens, the mean tenure on the job was 16–19 months. Only a third of teens worked 20 or more hours a week during the

### Table 1 Worksite level characteristics of employed teens by condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worksite level characteristics</th>
<th>Final survey</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (in years)</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % male</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % white, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % who have ever smoked</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current % smoker</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% attend school</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean tenure at job (in months)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours worked per week:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% &lt;20 in school year</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% &lt;20 during school year</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% &lt;20 during school year or summer</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper we discuss the feasibility of implementing a teen behaviour change programme in a grocery store environment as reflected in feasibility indicators including the number of activities implemented, teen participation rates, management support for intervention implementation, cost, and barriers to and facilitators of implementation.

**Number of activities and teen participation rates**

We implemented a mean of 24.1 activities in the four intervention stores and a mean of 14.2% of eligible teens participated in each activity (range 1.9–28.4%). Thirty nine per cent of teens reported that they participated in interactive activities and over two thirds reported exposure to non-interactive interventions. With these levels of intervention implementation and participation, we observed higher levels of smoking cessation and greater levels of intention to quit in the next 30 days in the intervention than in the control stores. These results, however, were not significant.

**Management support**

Management support is crucial to effective worksite health promotion programming. At the beginning of the SMART project there was strong upper management support. We had worked with upper management on a project to provide cessation components, 124 smoking prevention components, 50 life skills components such as healthful ways to deal with stress, communication and body image, and 13 addressing media influences.

### Table 2 Mean (SD) of indicators of amount of intervention (number of activities), reach (participation), and peer leader participation documented by programme implementers with the process evaluation system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions implemented</th>
<th>Mean (SD) number/site (n = 4)</th>
<th>% (SD) participation/activity/site (n = 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactive activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open houses</td>
<td>3.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>28.4 (14.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen advisory boards</td>
<td>5.7 (5.8)</td>
<td>9.9 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer leader interviews</td>
<td>4.5 (5.7)</td>
<td>1.9 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games and contests</td>
<td>8.8 (2.5)</td>
<td>13.6 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide assessment</td>
<td>1.3 (0.5)</td>
<td>17.1 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>14.2 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-interactive activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in SMART Center bulletin boards</td>
<td>11.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in messages on table tents</td>
<td>40.5 (1.9)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home mailings</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of minutes of interactive intervention exposure/site</td>
<td>113 (14.4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, not applicable. It was not possible to document teen contact with non-interactive interventions.
school year (table 1.) We developed several strategies in response to these challenges. Because of the high turnover rates, we planned cycles of interventions so that activities were repeated at approximately three month intervals providing intervention exposure for newly hired teens. To accommodate irregular schedules over the extended period of time that stores were open, we used a combination of interactive and non-interactive interventions in the Smart Center to assure that there were opportunities for exposure to intervention messages in the absence of project staff and peer leaders. We scheduled project staff and peer leaders to implement interactive interventions on weekends when the largest number of teens worked.

In a review comparing peer led and adult led school health education, Mellanby et al concluded that peer leaders were at least as, or more effective than, adults but that because of analytical and methodological problems with the studies reviewed, the case for peer led health education is not clearly established. Because of the equivocal findings in this review and because the preponderance of teen health programmes in communities and schools do use peer leaders we chose to test this intervention delivery method in a worksite setting. We learned, however, that the peer leader implementation model had limited applicability in this worksite setting for several reasons, including the fact that most teens’ close friendship groups that were most likely “to influence the expectations, attitudes and behaviors of the groups to which they belong” were with school friends and not co-workers. In addition, the combination of geographically separated intervention stores and teens’ lack of access to transportation meant that with only one to two peer leaders in each store, it was difficult to establish group cohesion among the peer leaders that could foster group action. We found that teens, particularly younger teens, were reluctant to engage their peers in “informal conversations” about tobacco use as is evidenced by the low number of peer leader interviews (4.5 per store) implemented. The mean age of peer leaders was 16 years. We were successful in maintaining contact with peer leaders and learned that most teens had access to email. To increase the number of involved teens, we formed advisory boards of 4–10 teens and this extended the possibilities for project reach.

Because we addressed only one segment of the workforce, we were restricted to providing environmental cues to smoking prevention and cessation only in the break rooms. Thus, we were unable to interact with the entire workforce to build worksite-wide social norms and social support for being smokefree.

There are limitations to the interpretation of the data reported here. Sources of both process evaluation and survey data were self report. Although self report is commonly used in epidemiological research because of its feasibility, it can introduce reporting bias. Barriers to implementation described above may also affect generalisability of study results.

Conclusions

It is likely that the impact on smoking cessation rates for future teen worksite tobacco control programmes can be improved if they are conducted in companies where there is more job stability among employed teens. These occupations might include summer jobs such as lifeguard work, jobs that are part of a summer job corps programme or school to work programmes in which 40% of youth participate. Of the 78% of employed teens who work in the retail or service sector, 28.3% are employed in eating and drinking establishments which might be settings conducive to reaching teens. Also, it may be more efficacious for teens to participate in worksite-wide tobacco control programmes that include both teens and adults so that the programmes would be more likely to have an impact on worksite-wide social norms. Management commitment might be greater for a programme that benefits the total workforce.

We concluded that the traditional peer leader model was not well suited to the grocery store setting. This model may be appropriate in companies that have a common geographic location and where teens are older and are employed full-time, conditions that would increase the likelihood of cohesive relationships forming in work groups.

Table 3: Mean (SD) of teen reports of programme awareness, participation, and motivation to participate in programme activities from the final survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Intervention % (SD)</th>
<th>Control % (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of the SMART project</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in SMART project activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive activities</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-interactive activities</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the specified activities</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors motivating to attend SMART activities (from all teens)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prizes</td>
<td>66 (1)</td>
<td>36 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>61 (2)</td>
<td>43 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>57 (3)</td>
<td>31 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time off work</td>
<td>57 (3)</td>
<td>34 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event sounded interesting</td>
<td>52 (4)</td>
<td>39 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting with friends</td>
<td>49 (5)</td>
<td>33 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Implementing interventions in an adolescent worksite

What this paper adds

Previous intervention studies of adolescent tobacco control have been conducted in school and community settings. Because 80% of adolescents work at some time during their high school career, worksites that employ teens might serve as additional channels for adolescent smoking cessation and prevention programmes.

In this first workplace intervention study for teens, we adapted peer leader methods and educational strategies that have been tested in school and community settings. We learned that the high turnover rates and irregular work schedules of teens employed in the grocery store environment reduced the potential for exposure to interventions. We were, however, able to engage teens in intervention planning and implementation and in the 12 month intervention delivered a mean of 24.1 activities per worksite and achieved a 39% participation rate in interactive interventions and 67% participation in non-interactive interventions that were in place throughout the hours that stores were open. In addition, we found that the peer leader model had limited applicability in the grocery store setting. Barriers to the peer leader model included the fact that employed teens’ primary friendship groups were at school and not at work. Also, the geographic separation of stores limited opportunities to create group cohesion among peer leaders. Because the intervention addressed only one segment of the workforce, we were unable to implement worksite-wide interventions that could have an impact on social norms. Future research with employed teens may need to be conducted in work settings that provide more stability. Also, it might be more efficacious to address teen health in worksite-wide programmes that include both teens and adults.
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